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Oracle License Assessment & Support
Right-size your Oracle environment and achieve license compliance.

Maximize return on your Oracle investments  
with MiCORE’s Oracle License Assessment and Support services. 

Today’s IT environment is evolving at breakneck pace.  As such, organizations must  
constantly manage their Oracle licenses in order to control costs and maintain compliance.  
Yet, few businesses have the resources to do so. 

With more than a decade of experience providing Oracle implementations and support, 
MiCORE has a proven understanding of Oracle’s complex licensing requirements.  We know 
how to deliver the right licensing solution for your business.  

Risk-Free Oracle License Assessment

Through a free Oracle License Assessment, MiCORE’s team of experts will perform a  
comprehensive evaluation of your existing Oracle infrastructure and licensing.  

You will come away with a complete understanding of your environment’s current state 
of compliance with Oracle’s technology licensing requirements, along with strategies that 
help maximize your current IT investment while avoiding expensive licensing mistakes or 
time-consuming Oracle audits.
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Right-Size Your Oracle Environment. MiCORE will identify  
over- and under-subscriptions and develop a plan for 
right-sizing your environment.

Expert Guidance. Gain a trusted advisor to provide in-depth 
analysis, validated data, and personalized recommendations 
for optimized Oracle licensing. 

Peace of Mind. Rest assured that you are in control of your 
Oracle license usage and compliance, free from worry of  
negative outcomes from an Oracle audit. 

Proven Process.  Our team meticulously reviews your 
systems, then cross-references findings with validated data 
from Oracle to ensure that when it comes to researching your 
Oracle environment, no stone is left unturned. 

Financial Savings. Minimize risk of noncompliance penalties, 
identify potential areas for cost reduction and avoidance,  
and manage vendor negotiations more effectively to reduce 
future licensing costs. 

Benefits

Work with MiCORE for Oracle Licensing Assessment and Support to prevent risk and reap these benefits:

Your customized Oracle 
License Assessment delivers: 

• Validation that your 
organization has licensed its 
Oracle environment in the  
most financially beneficial way. 

• A review of which licenses 
you are no longer using, or 
plan not to use in the future.  
MiCORE will help determine 
if migrations or a de-support 
and re-price process provide 
financial benefit.  

• Recommendations on how 
to optimize licensing of your 
environment to reduce overall 
financial output to Oracle  
going forward.



Ongoing Oracle Support Services

After your complimentary evaluation, MiCORE can provide ongoing support for your Oracle systems, allowing you to focus on moving 
your business forward while having peace of mind that your Oracle environment is in good hands.

Get on Track with MiCORE

MiCORE’s Oracle License Assessment and Support services focus on prevalent business concerns about Oracle license compliance 
and associated costs.  Using a customer-centric approach, MiCORE helps bridge compliance gaps and provides a sound strategy for 
optimizing Oracle license investments.

Schedule a FREE Oracle Licensing Assessment today. 

Call or email to get started with one of our licensing experts!

Contact Us
(888) 753-6737

www.micoresolutions.com

info@micoresolutions.com

10740 Parkridge Boulevard
Suite 610

Reston, Virginia 20191
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Proven Process: Your Complete Oracle License Assessment in 3 Simple Steps

KICK-OFF AND DISCOVERY
Initial discussion to determine the full 

extent of the current Oracle install  

• Total number of physical and 
virtual servers

• Each server’s manufacturer,  
model, type, and operating system 

• Total number of CPUs and core 
count within each machine’s  
processors

RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS
In-depth review of your Oracle  

environment that includes:

• Oracle Install Reports: All data  
collected is cross referenced with 
your Oracle install reports

• Server Virtualization:  Evaluation 
of whether or not any servers are 
virtualized 

• Oracle Support Contract: A review 
of licensing metrics for each 
server as well as limited use 
information

REVIEW AND REPORT
MiCORE will present a comprehensive 

findings document that contains: 

• Results Report: List of all servers 
and required Oracle licenses for 
each Client-owned product

• Potential compliance risks plus a 
roadmap for remediation

• Strategies for how to best utilize 
existing licenses

• Effective negotiation of cost  
savings with Oracle in the future

Note: Your security is of utmost importance to us.  Due to the type of access and information shared, both parties and all MiCORE team members working 
on the assessment will sign a nondisclosure agreement to ensure complete confidentiality of your sensitive company information.
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